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The Town of Westbrook has a long-standing commitment to energy conservation. energy management., and
sustainability In order to formalize this commitment, the Town of Westbrook (Westbrook) Energy Committee was
developed in 2009 to influence, develop and support energy management and sustainability initiatives and awareness
throughout the Town.
The Westbrook Energy Committee, in collaboration with its partner Woodard & Curran, developed this Strategic Energy
Management Plan to accomplish the following:
• S
 upport Westbrook’s desire to better manage and improve
its energy portfolio by creating a common vision for energy
within the community;
• Focus the Town stakeholders on important energy initiatives
by providing a framework to make energy related decisions;
• Establish an organized plan with which to identify and
prioritize actions, assign responsibility and plan for
future expenditures associated with the Town’s energy
consumption and management needs; and
• Be used as the foundation on which to build other
sustainability related initiatives.
While the outcomes of this plan are important, the real benefit to the community was the planning process which can
be further developed and expanded over time. This plan was commissioned through funding secured by Westbrook
through the Office of Policy and Management Municipal Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG).
There were three major components to the work that went into supporting the development of this strategic energy
management plan. The three components consisted of the following:
• I dentifying core priorities that are important initiatives for the Town to address in its energy management
practices and programs;
• Completing energy audits of selected Town buildings to identify potential energy conservation measures and
opportunities for the use of renewable or alternative energy technologies; and
• Reviewing energy procurement practices to identify opportunities for cost savings and purchasing efficiencies.
The planning process resulted in the identification of priorities and associated actions that the Town is committed to
pursuing as part of its energy management initiative. These priorities were ranked by Tiers, with Tier I priorities being
the highest and most immediate priorities, while Tier III priorities represents longer term, less important initiatives.
The following lists the priorities identified according to Tier:

Tier I Priorities
1. Support the individual homeowners and local businesses in becoming more energy efficient.
2. Be fiscally responsible by developing a formalized process to access available funding for energy efficiency,
conservation, and/or renewable/alternative energy.
3. Increase the energy efficiency of town lighting.
4. Implement energy efficiencies resulting from energy audits to reduce energy expenditures.
5. Create a culture of energy conservation and awareness throughout the community.
6. Utilize the schools and its students to build and implement green programs.
7. Develop “green” procurement policies.
8. Examine opportunities to optimize energy purchasing practices.
9. Coordinate and integrate municipal, school, and energy committee activities.
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Tier II Priorities
1. Explore the potential for using or generating renewable or alternative energy.
2. Establish a town-wide building energy master plan to increase building efficiencies and save money on
energy purchases.

Tier III Priorities

1. Develop a mechanism to generate funding for green technologies or any energy efficiencies.

Priorities identified in each Tier have at least one associated action item required to address the priority. The next step in
this plan is to assign action items to a responsible party and assign each with a completion date.
Essential to this plan is the ability to fund these important initiatives and to dedicate resources associated with its
implementation. Westbrook has been successful in securing funding to date for important initiatives such as this plan,
but needs to find a mechanism to continue these efforts and expand its energy management activities. This plan provides
a strong framework upon which to build a comprehensive energy management program when executed. This plan
should be continually reviewed and revised as necessary to reflect current funding and changing priorities.
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Town of Westbrook

STRATEGIC ENERGY
MANAGEMENT PLAN

Support the individual homeowners and local businesses in becoming
more energy efficient.
Be fiscally responsible by developing a formalized process to
access available funding for energy efficiency, conservation, and/or
renewable/alternative energy.
Increase the energy efficiency of town lighting.
Implement energy efficiencies resulting from energy audits to reduce
energy expenditures.
Create a culture of energy conservation and awareness throughout
the community.
Utilize the schools and its students to build and implement green
programs.
Develop “green” procurement policies.
Examine opportunities to optimize energy purchasing practices.
Coordinate and integrate municipal, school, and energy committee
activities.
Explore the potential for using or generating renewable or alternative
energy.

11 Establish a town-wide building energy master plan to increase
building efficiencies and save money on energy purchases.

12 Develop a mechanism to generate funding for green technologies or
any energy efficiencies.

WESTBROOK ENERGY COMMITTEE

www.westbrookct.org
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1. INTRODUCTION
This Strategic Energy Management Plan was developed by Woodard & Curran in collaboration with the Town
of Westbrook (Westbrook) Energy Committee. The purpose of this plan is to help Westbrook better manage and
improve its energy portfolio by creating a common vision for energy within the community. This plan also serves as a
mechanism to focus the Town stakeholders on important energy initiatives by providing a framework to make energy
related decisions.
This plan was commissioned through funding secured by Westbrook through the Office of Policy and Management
Municipal Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG). The development of this plan was much more
than the words in this report. The Energy Committee was formed, numerous meetings were held, and the Committee
worked together to carefully craft the energy vision for the Town. In addition, a resolution by the Town of Westbrook
to participate in the Connecticut Clean Energy Fund (CCEF) “20 by 2010” was developed (provided in Appendix A)
and the Energy Committee is currently deciding if this process is consistent with the priorities and values of the Town.
As outlined in the EECBG grant application, the goal of this plan, as developed from a strategic energy management
framework, is:

Project Goal
The goal of the proposed Community-wide
Strategic Energy Management Framework
(SEMF) is to identify sustainability and
energy management strategies, prioritize
energy procurement options, leverage
energy conservation opportunities, develop
renewable energy alternatives, and capture
funding opportunities available to the
Town of Westbrook. The SEMF will provide
Westbrook with an organized plan with
which to identify and prioritize actions,
assign responsibility and plan for future
expenditures associated with the Town’s
energy consumption and management needs.
The SEMF can also be used as the foundation
on which to build other sustainability related
initiatives (e.g., water resources management,
waste reduction, etc.). As a precursor to this
effort, the Board of Selectmen has assembled
an ad-hoc Energy Committee to lead this
effort.
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1.1 Town of Westbrook Energy Committee
The Town of Westbrook Energy Committee was developed as an ad hoc committee in 2009 to influence, develop and
support energy management and sustainability initiatives and awareness throughout the Town. The Energy Committee’s
vision is as follows:

Westbrook Energy Committee Vision
Westbrook will strive to maintain a focus on energy and sustainability throughout the Town’s practices, which will have
positive short and long-term effects on the Westbrook community.

The Westbrook Energy Committee consists of the following members and departments/functions of stakeholder group
he/she represents:

				

2010 Westbrook Energy Committee Membership

Noel Bishop, First Selectman		

John Riggio, DPW		

Meg Parulis, Town Planner

Loren Baker, Town Facilities		

Ray Hayes, School Facilities

Cheryl Blum, Resident

Chris Ehlert, Finance Committee*

John Britt, Resident		

Darlene Briggs, Chamber

Jay Sheehan, Woodard & Curran**

Leighton Lee, Business

Bill Frederickson, Resident

* Current Committee Chair
** Past Committee Chair

1.2 Overview Of Energy Management Considerations
Three major considerations in effective energy management are energy procurement, project funding/financing, and the
use of renewable or alternative energies. Details of each are presented in this section to provide important background
information to some of the energy management priorities set forth in Section 2.0 of this plan.
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Energy Procurement
A large expense for municipal entities is the purchase of energy and electricity for its municipal buildings. Being an
active participant in the energy market by understanding prices and how they are set can lead to large cost savings. The
energy purchase market has evolved greatly over the past several years and has become similar to a commodity trading
market. Therefore having a handle on the intricacies of these purchases is not necessarily a trivial task. In addition
to understanding purchasing practices, combining the Town’s collective purchase power can give it greater market
influence.

Project Financing & Funding
Westbrook has been successful to date at identifying and securing available energy funding for numerous energy
initiatives including the development of this plan. The ability to identify and fund viable projects is critically important
to perpetuating energy management throughout the Town and is a top priority in this plan. There are several financing
mechanisms that are available to perpetuate financing energy projects including the following:
• Grant Funding– Identifying and securing funding from the Connecticut Energy Efficiency Fund and the
Connecticut Clean Energy Fund and/or other government entities to support Town projects and studies.
• Capital Projects– The town can identify larger energy efficiency projects and/
or renewable energy projects and incorporate them into the Town’s Capital
Improvement Plan. The Town can in turn pay for these projects at a lower total cost
or bond the project.
• Town Budget– The Town could include energy efficiency projects as a standard line
item with dedicated funding into its annual budget. This budget could be funded
annually from cost savings achieved by energy efficiency projects.
• Performance Contracting– Performance contracting is completed by Energy Service
Companies (ESCOs) to fund energy efficiency projects without any up front capital
investments. ESCOs will finance the project(s) outright and be paid by a percentage of
the savings.

Renewable and Alternative Energy
Renewable energies are those that are derived naturally and cannot be exhausted (such as fossil fuels which will
eventually be exhausted). Popular renewable energy services are the sun (solar energy), water (hydropower), wind
(wind turbines), biomass (wood chips or pellets), or from the earth (geothermal). Alternative energies are derived from
alternatives to fossil fuels such as biodiesel, ethanol, or cogeneration. The use of renewable and/or alternative energies
can achieve multiple benefits for the Town as follows:
• Reduce reliance and price volatility of fossil fuels – Having alternatives to fossil fuels can help Westbrook
diversity its energy portfolio and therefore manage the risk associated with volatile energy prices.
• Reduce greenhouse gas emissions – Traditional fossil fuels emit greenhouses gasses. Greenhouse gases are
known to be damaging to the environment.
• Demonstrate a commitment to being “green,” socially responsible, and/or sustainable – The use of renewable
or alternative fuels will reduce the Town’s overall carbon footprint, or greenhouse gases emitted as a result of
Town operations. A lower overall carbon footprint is an important “greening” measure many municipalities
are working on.
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1.3 Previous Energy Management Initiatives
Westbrook has been proactive in its energy management efforts and has completed numerous energy conservation and
efficiency projects to date. Many of these projects were completed through funds Westbrook proactively obtained by
grants from various funding sources. A selected list of previous energy management initiatives is provided below:
• 2007 Capital Replacement Plan for Westbrook Municipal Buildings, Capital Region Education Council.
• December 15, 2008 – Trane Energy Analyzer Report, Mulvey Municipal Center. This study focused on
how energy is being used at the Mulvey Municipal Center as compared to similar facilities and identified
opportunities for energy savings measures.
• September, 2009 - Energy Conservation Awareness Program for Schools. This was an education and
outreach program for the Daisy Ingraham Elementary, Westbrook Middle and the Westbrook High Schools.
The program involved the implementation of specific Energy Patrol programs to engage students in
monitoring energy uses and providing recommendations for energy conservation strategies. The program also
included home conservation activities for families and the making of an energy conservation video involving
various community groups. The conservation video is available on the school web site. Future activities may
include an energy newsletter and community-wide awareness programs.
• 2009/2010 - Westbrook High School New Electrical Water Heating System. The New Electrical Heating
System involves removing the existing three oil fired hot water heaters at the Westbrook High School and
replacing them with an Oventrop 115 gallon dual coil tank and a new Ultra SuperStor SS 119 Indirect Heater.
This system is expandable to utilize a 24 Evac Tube solar collector to preheat the indirect heater once the Town
procures a photovoltaic array. The new heating system was completed in 2010 and is currently online and the
Town hopes to obtain a photovoltaic array to supplement the existing fossil fuel source with solar/thermal
supply.
• 2010 - Connecticut River Estuary Regional Planning Agency (CRERPA) Regional Energy Manager.
Westbrook is one of nine communities actively participating in CRERPA, whose charge is to plan for and
promote voluntary cooperative approaches to changing land use and other issues affecting the character and
people of the Connecticut River Estuary Region. In November, CRERPA hired a regional energy manager to
support its mission and member communities. The scope of work for the regional energy manager is provided
in Appendix B.

1.4 Energy Management Plan Benefits
Westbrook’s planning efforts included the development and implementation of a community-wide energy efficiency
and conservation strategy. Through this project and the development of the Westbrook Energy Committee, improved
coordination of energy related policies and programs across jurisdictional levels of governance and with other local
community level programs have already occurred and will continue as a result of the priorities identified in this plan.
This plan provides Westbrook with an organized approach with which to identify and prioritize actions, assign
responsibility, and plan for future expenditures associated with the Town’s energy consumption and management needs.
The Town will use this plan to unify Town Departments with a common vision for energy that can be conveyed to the
public and leveraged to support the Town’s need for energy funding opportunities. Priorities identified in this plan will
be incorporated into the Town’s 5-year Plan of Growth and Development.
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1.5 Strategic Energy Management Plan Components and Organization
The three major components supporting the development of this strategic energy management plan comprise of the
following:
• Identifying core priorities that are important initiatives for the Town to address in its energy management
practices and programs;
• Completing walk-through energy audits of selected Town buildings to identify potential energy conservation
measures and opportunities for the use of renewable or alternative energy technologies; and
• Reviewing energy procurement practices to identify opportunities for cost savings and purchasing efficiencies.
The findings of these components are presented as tiered priorities. Each priority has associated actions that the Town is
committed to pursuing as part of its energy management initiative.

2. ENERGY PRIORITIES
Energy priorities are identified and ranked by Tiers. Tier I priorities are those that are most important to Westbrook,
both in the short and long term because they either may be easy to achieve in the near term or are those that have lasting
and important implications. Tier II priorities are important, but are secondary to the Tier I priorities and represent
longer term objectives. One Tier III priority was also identified which is intended to be of lesser importance then the
Tier I or Tier II priorities. Each of the Tier I, II and III priorities have specific recommended actions associated with their
implementation.

2.1 TIER I PRIORITIES
The following Tier I Priorities represent the most important and highest priority
initiatives of the Westbrook Energy Committee and are foundational to all
committee activities and outreach.

1. Support the individual homeowners and local businesses in 		
becoming more energy efficient.
Westbrook realizes that its most important assets are the people that live in the
community and fully supporting its home and business owners in their energy
efficiency and management efforts is critically important. There are numerous
energy incentive programs from a number of entities available to individual
homeowners and businesses, however often these programs are hard to locate or
unclear in what the homeowner must do to take advantage of them. Providing
support associated with these programs and other energy and sustainability
guidance to the individual homeowners will not only reduce home and business
owner’s individual energy costs, but will generate energy efficiency awareness
that can be perpetuated throughout the community.
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Actions:
•C
 ontinue and expand “green” public events. “Green” public events are a means of bringing and
disseminating important energy and sustainability related information to the community. Westbrook commits
to developing and promoting “green events” for the public and communicating events sponsored by other
organizations within Westbrook or surrounding communities. Westbrook encourages members of the
community to contact members of the Westbrook Energy Committee if there are events community members
would like to be involved in or those community members are leading that require support.
• Develop a community volunteer group to support the homeowners. Westbrook has knowledgeable resident
resources within the community that may either work for or have knowledge of organizations sponsoring
or developing homeowner programs. Other community members may be experts in energy efficiency,
conservation or sustainability and can offer valuable insights for homeowners. Identifying and organizing
these resources as a community volunteer group for homeowners to access will provide direct and specific
support to homeowners and generate a community of energy awareness and leadership.
• Communicate town strategies that could be adopted at the individual home owner level. As outlined in
the previous energy management initiatives section of this report, Westbrook has been involved in previous
initiatives as well as the development of this plan, that have resulted in important energy management
strategies which could be adopted at the individual home. These strategies will be communicated though a
variety of means including public events and community volunteer groups discussed above.

		
			
						
						

2. Be fiscally responsible by developing a formalized process to
access available funding for efficiency, conservation,
and/or renewable/alternative energy.

To date, Westbrook has been successful in obtaining funding for selected energy efficiency, conservation, and or
renewable/alternative energy initiatives, programs, and operational modifications. However, this work has been limited
in nature. It is anticipated that a more formalized process to access available funding could result in the ability to secure
additional funding for a broader spectrum of activities or initiatives.

Actions:

• Develop a task force to develop mechanisms to monitor funding opportunities. Just as with the homeowner,
locating and securing funding at the municipal level is a challenge as there are numerous, rapidly changing
programs available. The Westbrook Energy Committee is committed to developing a task force to work
collaboratively with the Committee to identify and secure available funding. This task force will address ideas
regarding how to track and obtain funding and may even consider evaluating the role of a grant writer. The
ability to secure additional funding will allow Westbrook to continue to become more energy efficient, as well
as may provide a mechanism to fund additional conservation activities through cost savings.

3. Increase the energy efficiency of town lighting.
Optimizing town lighting is a known and relatively straight forward approach to achieve
immediate energy efficiencies and cost savings. Evaluating the pros and cons associated with
LED street lighting and other related products will be beneficial.

Actions:
• Assess the status of non-building street lights. The town should determine and/or
inventory the types and locations of non-building lighting that currently exist in
Westbrook. Once this information is known, the town should assess whether
certain lighting can be replaced or upgraded with more energy efficient products
or, alternatively powered down or even eliminated, provided this does not cause
a safety issue.
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Actions continued:
• P
 hase out conventional street lights and replace with more energy efficient fixtures. Once the Town has
identified the presence and locations of conventional street lights, it should develop a program to systematically
replace these lights with newer, more energy efficient products as budgets and maintenance schedules will allow.
•	Zoning requirements related to light pollution. Westbrook is actively in the process of developing zoning
requirements to minimize light pollution related to signage and other external lights. The Town is also
considering incentive programs for sustainable practices such as low-impact development (stormwater) and
energy efficiency. Specific goals, metrics, and incentives will be identified and incorporated into Town zoning.

4. Implement energy efficiencies resulting from energy audits to reduce energy expenditures.
As part of the development of this plan, an abbreviated energy audit of select Westbrook municipal facilities was
completed. As a result, several potential energy conservation measures were identified for Westbrook’s consideration. A
list of the ranked energy conservation measures identified is provided in Appendix C.

Actions:
•	Prioritize and implement energy conservation measures. Westbrook has reviewed the energy conservation
measures identified during the audit and has actively implemented many of them. The remaining energy
conservation measures should be prioritized according to importance and funding availability by the Westbrook
Energy Committee and actively addressed when resources are available.

5. Create a culture of energy conservation and awareness throughout the community.
Many of the priorities identified in this plan are related to and contribute
to a larger goal of creating a culture of energy aconservation and
awareness throughout Westbrook. This culture can be created in
two primary ways, (1) by leading by example, and (2) by developing
community outreach programs as described in several of the previous
priorities. This priority focuses on the former, by effectively and
efficiently managing town facilities that are highly visible and use them
to set a standard for the community.

Actions:
•C
 reate small building specific teams to target energy use and opportunities for efficiencies in individual
buildings. Small teams of employees, staff and building occupants can be assembled to gauge and guide energy
use practices in specific facilities. Activities to be completed by these teams could consist of posting signage
regarding energy conservation (such as turning off lights or equipment when not in use), promoting recycling,
and monitoring building temperatures as examples. The objective of these teams is to gain and promote energy
awareness throughout Town buildings and develop and implement energy efficiency practices.
• Create energy guidelines for building use. Ideas generated from the building specific energy teams discussed
above could be used to create overall energy guidelines for building use. These guidelines could consist of items
such as the last person in the building or in a department to be responsible for turning off lights, and shutting
down equipment etc. The guidelines could also be applied to developing practices around when the building is
occupied after hours such as for night cleaning or other Town related activities to ensure the building is properly
closed down from an energy usage standpoint when not occupied.

12

•P
 hase out inefficient energy consuming equipment or devices. The Town should complete an inventory of the
presence of inefficient energy consuming equipment or devices and phase them out when funding and operational
schedules allow. These devices could consist of small refrigerators, personal heating or cooling devices, or dated
electronic equipment. Some of these inefficient devices were identified as part of the energy audit and can be
found in the energy conservation measures listed in Appendix C.
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Actions continued:
•	Consider implementing a visual, real-time representation of building energy use. A good approach to being
very transparent regarding building energy use is to implement a real-time, visual representation of building
energy use. This could be in the form of an electronic monitor in the Town Hall lobby that shows current energy
use. Broadcasting energy use information publically not only raises awareness for all who view it, but also puts
ownership on the collective building occupants of the information broadcasted. Visuals could also be used to
classify the current energy use as efficient, status quo or outside pre-defined, desired metrics.

6. Utilize the schools and its students to build and implement green programs.
Students are the future leaders of tomorrow. Outreach to the schools and getting students involved is a strategic
approach that will perpetuate the message of energy conservation and serve to harness the energy and talent of the
Town’s young people. It is believed that knowledge gained by the students will stay with them for a lifetime and will
transcend into their homes and community.

Actions:
•	Continue to implement school energy competitions.
School energy competitions are a great way to both engage
students in energy conservation activities and to achieve
real energy use reductions. These programs have been
successful in the past and should be continued to reach
additional students and gain more efficiencies.
• I nvolve students in volunteer activities town-wide.
Students can be easily overlooked in the development
of Town committee and groups. Having student
representation in these groups will bring the perspective of a
younger generation and harness their creative energies. One
way to outreach to students beyond outreach completed
within the school walls is to engage students in Town led or sponsored volunteer activities. This would further
perpetuate energy awareness, but could also help the Energy Committee accomplish tasks that might otherwise
be understaffed or take longer to complete.
•	Implement a culture of conservation at the schools. Building a culture of energy conservation throughout the
Town must outreach to the entire community, including the younger generation. Conservation presents a great
opportunity for education and will stay with the students involved for a lifetime. In order to create this culture
within the schools, the faculty and staff must be engaged and make energy conservation programs part of their
building use practices and student engagement activities.
• I nfluence energy conservation practices through the curriculum. An effective approach to cast a broad outreach
to large numbers of students is to incorporate energy conservation into the curriculum by not only teaching good
practices, but implementing them. Identifying teachers and other building occupants that have the passion and
desire to lead this charge is critical to getting programs established.

7. Develop “green” procurement policies.
The development of green procurement policies is an example of both practicing leading by example and optimizing the
Town’s purchasing power to meet its energy conservation goals.

13
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Action:
•	Develop a working group to research and develop “green” procurement policies. The Energy Committee
should develop a working group to work collaboratively with the Committee to research and develop green
procurement policies. There are several entities that have developed these types of policies at the municipal
level, so many examples are readily available. These examples should be obtained, reviewed, and modified to
reflect and promote Westbrook’s goals. Procurement practices to be adopted could include the purchase of only
ENERGY STAR rated equipment for example and setting the expectation with Town vendors that they will also
be expected to follow these policies in its work with the Town.

8. Examine opportunities to optimize energy purchasing practices.
There are opportunities for Westbrook to optimize its current energy purchasing by integrating energy purchases and
understanding how pricing is completed by its suppliers. Aggregation of purchasing power within and outside of the
Town can enable market leveraging. A proactive approach to energy purchasing will also allow Westbrook to both
understand its energy purchasing and develop strategies to become more efficient and proactive in its practices.

Actions:
• Partner with surrounding communities for bulk energy purchases. The collective purchasing power of
multiple entities is typically greater than with any single entity. Having the regional energy manager in place
will facilitate discussions of potential joint energy purchases among the participating CRERPA communities.
•R
 eceive warnings from ISO-NE to curtail on system peak days. Energy prices are typically set by the utilities
on a peak usage day. Working with ISO-NE to understand when the peak day for Westbrook is and working
proactively to reduce energy use on that day, can lead to real cost savings on energy purchases. The Westbrook
Energy Committee should assign a person to this task as a trial to explore the potential results that could be
achieved.
• Examine electric and fuel oil supply agreements. Like the purchase of any other product in a competitive
market, the Town does have choices in suppliers and has the ability to negotiate its contracts. Westbrook
should review all electric and fuel contracts in place for Town facilities and examine if efficiencies can be
achieved by changing vendors or combining accounts.

9. Coordinate and integrate municipal, school,
and energy committee activities.
The Town will benefit greatly by continuing to combine and integrate energy
conservation efforts undertaken by all town entities and committees. This
integration will facilitate the exchange of important information and allow
groups to work collaboratively to achieve common goals.

Action:
• Make integration of municipal community activities a top priority of the Westbrook Energy Committee.
Consolidating efforts and resources of numerous municipal stakeholders can both optimize activities and gain
recognition throughout the community. Working together to solve common or related problems not only
generates a learning and supportive environment, but could also contribute to real savings. For example,
consolidating the use of common vendors between the schools and municipal departments could give more
purchasing power and influence to Westbrook which could result in many benefits (for example, the potential
to purchase lower cost energy).

14
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2.2 TIER II PRIORITIES
Tier II priorities are those which are of lower short term importance and also those which may be a larger effort to
make immediate progress on. Tier II priorities are listed below along with recommendations for specific actions to help
address these priorities.

1. Explore the potential for using or generating
renewable or alternative energy.
We are all aware of the U.S. dependence on fossil fuels and the
challenges that places associated with the use of this limited and
costly resource. Finding alternatives to fossil fuels demonstrates
both fiscal and environmental responsibility and can lead to longterm cost savings.

Action:
• Commission

a renewable/alternative energy study. While the energy audit done as part of the development
of this plan identified in very general terms opportunities for the application of some renewable energies, a
more detailed analysis should be completed to identify and understand viable applications for Westbrook. One
most immediate application for the use of renewables could be the new Town garage to be designed and built
over the next two years. Examining renewable and efficiency options as part of the planning for the new Town
garage should be explored and considered.

2. Establish a town-wide building energy
master plan to increase building efficiencies
and save money on energy purchases.
Implementing a town-wide building energy master plan will focus the
town long-term to continually explore and expand building efficiencies
and foster a culture of continuous improvement. The master plan can be
used to drive an overall, community-wide strategy toward building use
and planning and can result in real cost savings associated with energy
purchases.

Actions:
• Develop provisions around new development through the Town Ordinance or Code. The Town Ordinance
or Code presents an opportunity for new development to consider energy efficiencies in part of the planning
process. While the Town does not intend to require energy efficiencies in Town development, it does have a
goal to promote this idea and incentivize home owners and developers to consider energy efficient practices as
part of the design process.
• Develop a mechanism to complete routine energy audits of all Town buildings. Each of the audits that
have been completed at Town facilities has been effective at identifying new and viable energy conservation
measures that have been beneficial to the Town. Continuing this beneficial practice should be completed in
a scheduled and disciplined manner. The Westbrook Energy Committee should develop a mechanism to
periodically revisit the need for routine audits and fund this program.

15
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Actions continued:
•C
 reate a plan to implement the findings from energy audits. Once the audits have been completed, follow
through on the viable and cost effective recommendations should be completed as budget and operational
schedules allow. The findings of each audit should be carefully reviewed by the Westbrook Energy Committee
and a specific action plan assigning roles and responsibilities associated with implementation should be
completed.
• Createa renewable energy strategy. The use of renewable and/or alternative energies has been identified in
several areas throughout this plan. The building energy master plan should include strategies and approaches
to incorporate the consideration of viable renewable energies into its planning activities. Commissioning
periodic studies of the applications for renewables could help support this strategy development.

2.3 TIER III PRIORITIES
One priority was identified as a Tier III priority. This is a priority that has value over a longer period of time and is
secondary to the Tier I and Tier II priorities previously discussed.

1. Develop a mechanism to generate funding for green technologies or any energy efficiencies.
•R
 evolving energy management/conservation fund. Aside from gaining funding from external entities, many
communities have set up revolving funds for energy management and conservation. The revolving fund is
funded from savings achieved from energy management and conservation activities and is used to pay for
future energy management and conservation activities. Since many communities have implemented such a
fund, there are several municipal examples to pull from so that a plan that fits with Westbrook’s goals can be
adopted.
• Allocate dedicated funds in the Town budget. Another mechanism to fund energy management and
conservation projects is to include these activities as a recurring line item in the Town budget. A known
amount of funding applied to energy management and conservation activities annually will keep programs and
initiatives moving, allow for continuous improvement, and sends a message to the Town residents that energy
management and conservation are important Town initiatives worthy of dedicated funds.
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3. CONCLUSION
Through the development of this plan, the Town of Westbrook is demonstrating its commitment to energy management
through a strategic and proactive approach. This plan represents a comprehensive and ambitious approach to
perpetuating effective and efficiency energy management throughout the Town. There is great benefit to continue to be
recognized by the Town through the implementation of the strategies outlined in this plan. This plan represents a strong
foundation upon which to continue to build and expand Westbrook’s energy management initiatives.
Westbrook has been successful to date in identifying and procuring funding to complete energy management initiatives
and develop this energy management plan. The ability to continue to fund the priorities established in this plan and
dedicate resources to complete the action items identified in this plan are critical to its success.

Next Steps:
1. IdentifyResponsible Parties and Completion
Dates for Actions. This plan identifies numerous
actions to accomplish important energy management
priorities. The actions included herein should be
reviewed and assigned to a responsible party who
will be ultimately responsive for completing the
action and will take ownership of its associated
energy management priority. Actions should also be
assigned a completion date.
2. Reviewand revise this plan as necessary. This
energy management plan should be a dynamic,
continually evolving document as new information,
priorities, and funding becomes available. An
update schedule should be set for this review and
assigned a responsible person to ensure the update
occurs at an established frequency.
3. Communicateand educate the community on
energy management initiatives. Publish this plan
and recent achievements to continue to educate the
public about the Town’s position on energy.
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APPENDIx A: TOWN OF WESTBROOK FUNDING RESOLUTION
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